Importing PMIF Models into PIPE2 using M2M Transformation
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ABSTRACT
Model-to-model (M2M) transformation is a key aspect of model-driven development (MDD), where importing and exporting models fits very well. A queueing network based metamodel (PMIF) and a Petri net metamodel are specified using the Eclipse Modelling Framework. The transformation from PMIF models to Petri net models is then build using ATL. This paper presents such a transformation and its integration into PIPE2, a Petri net modelling tool. It also illustrates the transformation by a simple example.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
B.8.2 [Performance and Reliability]: Performance Analysis and Design Aids
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1. INTRODUCTION
Interchange formats have been defined for the interchange of queueing network models, Petri nets models, and others. However, there is still scope to extend their application to multiple formalisms, in particular interchanging models that can be a Petri net or a queueing network. This way a tool that analyses Petri nets can import, for example, a queueing network model and vice-versa.

Model-to-model (M2M) transformation can be done in many different ways. The advantages of using a transformation language instead of java-based transformations are discussed in [4]. Yet still, it has not been much used in performance engineering.

We present a Queueing Network (QN) based metamodel (PMIF, Performance Model Interchange Format) and a Petri net (PN) metamodel that are specified using Eclipse’s EMF (Eclipse Modeling Framework) and its M2M transformation using ATL, which is part of EMF and provides a completely automated process for model to model transformations. This process needs the source model (which in our case the PMIF metamodel), the target model (in our case the PN one), and a transformation code expressed in ATL language (described by rules).
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2. M2M TRANSFORMATION
Our transformation’s input is a PMIF [5] model, a common representation for system performance model that follows the QN paradigm. The PMIF metamodel specified in Eclipse is shown in Fig 1. On the other hand the output transformation is a PN model that follows the EMF metamodel shown in Fig 2.
outside world, receive service, and exit. The PN representation of this element consists of a timed transition whose firing rate is equal to the open workload arrival rate, a place that represents the arrival of the jobs and an arc connecting the transition and the place. (3) A PMIF ClosedWorkload represents a workload with a fixed population that circulates among the Servers, so it is represented in the PN has a place with the population as its initial marking. A closed workload has a ThinkDevice or independent delay node (for example, to model finite collections of users) characterized by its ThinkTime (average interval of time that elapses between the completion of a transaction or job and the submission of the next transaction or job). The ThinkDevice counterpart is as the server nodes.

Once the ATL transformation is done and we have a PN model, an XSLT transformation is applied, so the model is specified with PIPE2’s [1] format, which is a pseudo PNML [2]. The original intention was to use a model to text transformation. However, all the ones we could find would possibly work in the Eclipse environment but could not be exported to be built as part as an existing application as PIPE2. This way, using PIPE2 we can open a PMIF model, as shown in Fig. 3. Clearly PIPE2 has been updated so it allows for the importing option and the transformation process.

3. CASE STUDY AND CONCLUSIONS

As a case study we use the Oracle example described in [6], with 3 servers (CPU, UserThink and Delay). Its PMIF model is imported into PIPE2 and the PN seen for this example in as shown in Fig. 3, only with some transitions and places moved a little bit so the drawing is clearer (the transformation output leaves some arcs crossed). In fact, improving the automatic drawing of the nets is part of our future work as well as the import of more complex QN models, for example, allowing for different scheduling policies. Performance indexes obtained for this example are exactly as shown in [6], so it demonstrates the correct transformation of our tool.
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